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President’s Desk
Dear Members,
It gives me great pleasure to extend warm greetings to all of you.
The last quarter of the year is typically one filled with festivity and
celebration. I hope all of you have found the time to celebrate
the year gone by with family and friends. On behalf of WICMA
I hope all of you had a wonderful 2018 and wish that each
one of you will have an even better 2019. At WICMA too we
have continued with the momentum of my predecessors with
scheduled Technical Courses and Practical Courses in Testing. I am
sure all of you are getting regular communication from our office
over email and sms on the same. I will appeal to you to take full
benefit of the same and spread the awareness of these courses
within the industry so that the level of knowledge within the
manufacturing as well as user industry is brought up to date with
the latest standards. I am thankful to our entire WICMA R & D
Committee for their unstinted dedication in this direction.
Members, it was also my privilege to lead the WICMA delegation
to the 47th FCBM Conference held in Chennai from 30th Nov. to
2nd Dec. 2018. It was a very successful event with high registration
numbers and very engaging Corrutech Exhibition with several live
machines on display. Friends, FCBM has launched a new initiative
in the form of a mobile app called FCBM Connect during this
conference. This new age App is available for both iOS and Android
Platform. I request each one of you to download this app and make
full use of the same to interact with our WICMA members as well
as FCBM Fraternity at large. Within a short time the content of the
App will be updated and I am sure that it will be an enriching
experience for all of us to share and interact on industry issues.

Although corrugated packaging has a wide
applications and seemingly boundless
market it has been our endeavor to
facilitate its acceptance and strengthen
the hands of our members in tapping new
markets and expanding their businesses.
It is my pleasure to inform you that
WICMA will be participating in the World
Orange Festival scheduled from 18th – 21st
January in Nagpur. We are fortunate that
FCBM President K. Arunachallam along
several members of the FCBM New Market
Development Committee will be visiting the event on our invitation.
We are hopeful that with our active participation the members from
Vidarbha Division will be able to develop the potential of orange
packaging and benefit on the whole.
Friends we look forward to explore more such markets in this
manner and seek your suggestions in this regard to expand and
develop the market for our product.
Our Editor Shri Sanat Thakkar has been doing an exemplary job in
bringing out very exciting issues each time and like all of you I too
look forward to learn something new with each issue.
I am also enjoying working with my team of office bearers Vice
President Shri Anil Loya, Hon-Secretary Shri Shlok Kedia, Hon.
Treasurer Shri Mayank Mehta and Ex Officio Shri Sunil Gupta. We
hope that with our teamwork we can contribute to WICMA and live
upto your expectations. Feel free to contact any one of us with any
suggestions.
Finally, I would like to once again wish all of you the very best for
the coming year and hope we are able to have a very enriching and
activity filled year at WICMA.

Deenu Shetty , President
Western India Corrugated
Box Manufacturers'
Association
138, Mittal Indl. Estate No. 3,
M. Vasanji Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai - 400 059.
Tel.: +91 22 2850 0687 / 6716
Fax: +91 22 2850 4523
Email: wicma@wicma.com
www.wicma.com
Editorial Board
Mr. Sanat Thakkar
Mr. Shlok Kedia
Mr. Deenu Shetty
Printed at
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EDITORIAL
Friends,
Wishing all a very happy new year 2019.
In this issue we are carrying all the current topics with
latest developments included in the Innovations &
Believe it or not sections.

In the Section ‘Corrugating Beyond the Box’ we
have carried innovative idea of corrugated Lamps which are quite
easy to make, light weight, cost effective & will have application at
various places which scout for ethnic articles in interior work.
The Formats Section, this time includes two important subjects
viz: Works order & Indent which will strengthen our systems.
Hope the issue is useful to members and anticipate feedback to
improve / make modifications.

Sanat Thakkar, Editor

By Barry Tabo
With more and more businesses being scrutinized
for their environmental impact, it’s more important
than ever to turn to responsible packaging choices.
When considering shipping options, brands want
to know about the environmental effects of the
materials they use, along with how they can reduce
their carbon footprint.
With eco-friendly solutions in high-demand by
consumers, brand owners are aware of the benefits
of using more sustainable packaging, such as paperbased corrugated. As ethical shopping has become
integral to the purchasing process, customers are
now looking to select brands based largely on
which ones are making a reasonable effort to be
environmentally friendly.
So, if you’re thinking about using corrugated
packaging, here’s how it might help
your business support responsible
sourcing while also considering the
environment.
1. Corrugated packaging contains
recycled content and is recyclable.
The main ecological advantage
of corrugated boxes is that they
are made from a high percentage
of recycled paper, think cartons or
newspaper, and can be recycled again
after they have been used. Similarly,
most corrugated packaging is made without dyes
or bleaches, meaning it can be disposed of more
sustainably than other types of material that contain
contaminants.
2. Corrugated packaging is renewable.
Manufactured from paper pulp, corrugated
packaging is predominately made from timber from
fast-growing pine trees but can also be created from
woodchips and leftover materials from a range of
paper-making processes. Plus, most corrugated
packaging is made up of around 70% to 100% of
recycled material.

sustainable forests—and replace harvested trees
with seedlings to begin the process again.
3. Corrugated packaging is reusable.
Not only is corrugated packaging easily recyclable
and renewable, but it can also be reused as is,
helping to further reduce packaging costs and
the environmental impact. Many corrugated
case styles are designed to be easily collapsible,
and fully reusable.
Most boxes are not instantly disposed of, so why
not make the most of their durability? Corrugated
is known for being a solid, sturdy solution that
can carry a range of weights—so cases can be
used over and over for an array of products.

Sustainable Packaging

5 Environmental
advantages of
Corrugated Packaging

And when cases reach the end of the line,
consumers can still reuse them for storing
documents or as floor protectors when redecorating,
for example. And, when they are finally done with
them, consumers can simply recycle them.
4. Corrugated packaging helps to save energy.
Another benefit of corrugated packaging having a
high percentage of recycled components is that
it requires less energy to make. Rather
than producing cases from 100%
virgin materials, most corrugated
manufacturers
make
products
from locally sourced recycled
content—which also minimizes
environmental damage caused by
excessive transportation.
5. Corrugated cases offer efficient
protection for your products.
Many businesses today are creating
right-sized boxes for their products to help cut
down on the amount of material waste. Doing so
can also go a long way towards helping reduce
your business’ carbon emissions when it comes
to shipping and transport. Since boxes are usually
rectangular—meaning they can easily and neatly
stack with little space wasted—it allows businesses
to fit more products into a smaller number of
vehicles, which makes a huge difference to a
company’s carbon footprint.
Source: https://www.packagingdigest.com/
sustainable-packaging

Suppliers that make large amounts of corrugated
packaging usually harvest materials from managed,
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Guaranteed Moisture Control

• No chemical added
• No line marking on imported paper
• Guaranteed increase in B/S & C/S
• No chance for fungus

• Exceptional finish & addition to aesthetics
• High coverage - low consumption
• Only solution for export boxes
• Suitable for auto laminator

assured results in any weather condition & refrigeration
only & the only
also Available

also Available

GROMOTECH
AGROCHEM PVT LTD.
E-40, MIDC, Islampur, Dist. Sangli. 415 409 (MS) India
+91 2342 - 221153 +91 9922992719
www.gromotech.in
gromotechstarch@gmail.com
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Innovations

Video Gaming Meets Corrugated Cardboard
Nintendo Labo was this year’s game changer from
Japanese console and video game maker Nintendo.
It turns modular components made of corrugated
cardboard into interactive gaming controllers that
link directly with the Nintendo Switch TV console. As
the European supplier for Nintendo Labo,Thimmis
producing the technically challenging corrugated
cardboard sheets at three of its German production
plants.

component of the final product. “The construction
and setup of the Toy-Con must work flawlessly
to ensure that the fun runs smoothly,” explains
Benjamin Brulic, the Account Manager at Thimm
Verpackungwho implemented the project with
his team. “That sets a high bar for the production
team to meet. We made sure we could clear
it by undertaking an intensive implementation
phase in coordination with Nintendo and by
putting ongoing quality controls and a highly
trained production staff into place.” The Nintendo
Labo corrugated cardboard sheets, produced from
a special type of corrugated cardboard created just
for this customer, are delivered flat die-cut and in
one or two colours.
Nintendo Labo combines the fun of video gaming
and handicrafts and opens up entirely new
possibilities for how you can use our sustainable
corrugated cardboard packing materials. As
Nintendo’s European supplier, we at Thimm are
thrilled to be part of this unique and creative
product,” says Michael Weber, Director Corporate
Marketing for the Thimm Group.

Nintendo Labo encourages gamers to build, play
and discover: No tools are needed to craft the precut corrugated cardboard sheets into shapes such
as a piano, fishing rod or motorcycle handlebars.
This so-called Toy-Con can be linked into the
Nintendo Switch video game console —bringing
them to life. Players can then make music on the
piano, catch digital fish with the rod or go to the
limits racing motorcycles. Because the controllers
are made of corrugated cardboard, they encourage
creative shapes and designs. Imagination is given
space to run wild.
The corrugated cardboard is given a completely
new role here. It no longer serves in its normal
function as packaging, but rather as a fundamental

Source: https://packagingeurope.com
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Design Ideas

Flowers Packaging

https://www.behance.net
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Importers and Stockist of :
• Virgin Kraft
• Semi Chemical Fluting
• Coated & Uncoated White Top Kraft Liner
• High BF and Low GSM Kraft Paper for Paper Bags
• Exporters of :
• Test Liner & Fluting Medium

BF Range : 12 BF - 40 BF
GSM Range : 80 gsm to 500 gsm

Add.: C-56/57, Akurli Industrial Estate, Akurli Road,
Kandivali (East), Mumbai - 400 101. India.
Phone : 91-22-40712500 • Email : sales@neptunepaper.com
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Industry News

Proton Products announces precise, reliable
non-contact measurement solutions for
corrugated board manufacture
Non-contact,
on-line
speed
and
length
measurement is essential at the double facer to
produce accurate corrugated board sizes at the
on-line rotary shear. Contacting electromechanical
wheel encoders have been used traditionally
to measure board length, but slippage, bounce,
pitch and coating accumulation on the contact
wheel produces inaccurate speed and length
measurement. This results in varying board
dimensions for the box plant slotters and printers
and consequently rejected board. Also, the physical
environment at the double facer can significantly
reduce the life of contacting encoders to a matter
of months.

from which 33 different box sizes can be
manually created in a quick and easy way.
With built-in crease lines and a tool for custom
perforation, DS Smith says the product is the first
ever 3D-adaptable packaging –in that it can be
modified in three directions.
Made2fit is estimated to reduce void fill by 80
per cent on average, and achieve a potential
cost saving of 30 per cent on inbound and
outbound shipping.

The compact InteliSENSmini-series sensors are
designed to replace contacting speed & length
measurement encoders with a sensor whose
accuracy is better than ±0.05 per cent.
Source: http://www.convertermag.co.uk
DS Smith launches Made2fit to help reduce
e-commerce packaging size
DS Smith has launched a customisable packaging
solution to enable e-tailers to reduce packaging
size and associated costs, including void fill,
storage, shipping and administration.
Announcing the launch at theDeliver e-logistics
event, Made2fit, is based on three available sizes
of cardboard sheet (mini, small and medium),

Isabel Rocher, head of e-commerce solutions at
DS Smith, said: “Made2fit has been developed
to make a large difference to our small and
medium-sized business customers. We’ve taken
our knowledge from working with large, global
e-commerce firms, to help smaller companies
reduce costs and streamline processes and
administration. The aim is that this will allow these
retailers to focus on what’s important –developing
and marketing great products.“At the same
time, the product is aimed at delivering a great
end-user experience which enhances their
impression of the retailer’s brand. Right-sized
packaging shows that a brand has a focus on
sustainability and avoiding waste, and means
retail customers don’t need to dispose of void fill.
The boxes are also easy to open, and simple to
return if the products consumers have purchased
aren’t suitable.”
Source: https://www.packagingnews.co.uk
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WICMA Events

®

Vidarbha Division
The 3rd MC Meeting of WIMA was held at
Nagpur.
Vidarbha Division of WICMA was the host.
Later, the AGM of Vidarbha Division was also
held.
A Seminar was also organized on Short Runs
in Semi Automatic Process – A Road Map.
Shri. Ramkumar Sunkara, Shri. Shridhar
Prabhu and Shri. Anil Loya were the speakers.
A Citation on the Late Shri. Vinod Chowdhury
was presented to his son.

Practical course in testing held on 15 to 17
November, 2018 at WICMA R&D Centre
10 students attended the course out of which 8
were members and 2 nonmembers.
Students from Kolkata, Nashik, Mumbai, Tamil
Nadu, Himachal Pradesh etc. attended the course.
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47th FCBM Conference
The most important annual event of FCBM - 47th
FCBM Conference took off to the beat of drums
and chehnai on 30th November 2018.
ShrI. M.C. Sampant, Hon.’ble Minister of Industries,
Govt. of Tamil Nadu cut the ribbon and declared
the Corrutech Expo open in the morning.
The Inaugural Session was scheduled in the evening
on the same day.

After the welcome Address and Keynote Address,
Shri. Pradip Bosmaya delivered the Presidential
Address and Mr. Arunachallam President-Elect
presented his “Vision for 2019”.
The prestigious Harlalka Award and BK Doshi Award
were presented by the Chief Guest followed by
Corrustar Awards and Special Achievement Awards.
Presidents of Regional Associations were given a
grand welcome.
The Chief Guest His Excellency Shri. Banwarilal
Purohit, Governor of Tamil Nadu, lighted the lamp
along with FCBM and SICBMA office bearers –
making the auspicious beginning of the Conference.
SICBMA also celebrated its Golden Jubilee.

The veterans were felicitated by the Host
Association.
The 13 Technical Presentations and Panel
Discussions threw light on various issues concerning
the industry.
The 47th FCBM Conference stood out as yet another
milestone keeping up the standard of Technical
Sessions and enhancing the fraternity among
members.
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We Congratulate Dr. Pallavi Manoj Patil,
Partner, Pee Bee Packaging Industries,
Kalyan, on her being awarded Ph. D.
from Savitribai Phule Pune University.
The topic of research being related to
corrugated box packaging industry,
Dr. Pallavi Manoj Patil took this
opportunity to thank WICMA for
encouraging and supporting the
research.
The area of her research and the subject
of her thesis aligns with the interests of
the corrugated packaging industry and
the findings will be of immense value
to the industry
FCBM presented a Memento to
Mr. Pallavi Manoj Patil at the 47th FCBM
Conference held at Chennai.
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Mr. Ashok Vyas receiving the Prestigious Award as The Chief Advisor to
SICBMA Conference at the hands of the Governor of Tamil Nadu

The 46th AGM of FCBM was held on 2nd December.
President Mr. Pradip Bosmaya fondly recalled the
significant events during his tenure and thanked all
members for then cooperation and support.
The new Team FCBM took over the reins of FCBM.

Team FCBM 2018-19

A colourful Souvenir was
released to mark the event

Behind the success of the 47th FCBM
Conference, are efforts made by
the Conference Team of SICBMA, under
the advice and guidance of
Mr. Ashok Vyas, Advisor to the Conference

Mr. Pradip Bosmaya Pinning the New
President - Mr. K. Arunachallam

Deenu Shetty, Hon. Secretary
K. Arunachallam, President
Vinay Patel, Hon. Treasurer
V. K. Dewan, Vice President I
Milan Kumar Dey, Vice President II Pradip Bosmaya, Ex-Officio

Mr. V. K. Dewan, Vice President I
greets members

Mr. Milan Kumar Dey
was elected as Vice President II
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CORRU-CLINIC

Printing & Punching Defects.

Printing Defects

Defects

Printing
Defects

Punching
Defects

Punching Defects

Probable Causes

Remedies

Voids in printing due to Ink viscosity
too high

Reduce viscosity to allow any
bubbles to rise & break at surface

Colour Variations Due to Poor
viscosity control, Lack of pH
control
Ink out of boundary – Smear due
to excessive ink application or
dirty Stereo

Establish set procedures for
viscosity control & Maintain
proper pH

Striations: Lines of weak ink or no
ink in direction of print run, due to
Defects in anilox roller

Clean or replace anilox roller;
remake stereo; check & adjust
ink viscosity

Improper print-punch registration

Correct punch die adjustment

Paper crease fractures

In-accurate creasing / cutting
Uncut blanks in some areas.

Control ink flow & clean
stereos

Adjust punch-die, Operator
Skill is important
Punch make ready to be
revised
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Formula 1 fans are a pretty dedicated bunch. As you’re about
to see, some will even go as far as building a life-sized
replica of an F1 car entirely out of cardboard and glue with
incredible detail.
The entire build, start to finish, in time-lapse fashion, and
includes the builder measuring pieces and cutting out slices
of cardboard to create all of the parts. The wings, wheels,
body, floorpan, and even the steering wheel are shaped in
cardboard, all sealed together with a hot glue gun. It’s all
done with extreme precision and obsessive detail.
It took no less than 250 hours, 538 square feet of cardboard,
and over 100 glue sticks to complete. The end result is a
wonderful model that is almost exactly the size of a real
F1 car. Obviously, it doesn’t have any power train, but that
hasn’t stopped the video’s commenters from making jokes
about this year’s struggling Williams team.

Believe It or Not !

A Life-Size F1 Car
Out of Cardboard

Source: https://www.roadandtrack.com/motorsports
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Beyond the box

Creative Cardboard Lamp

Pendant Light Shade
Corrugated material being fully recyclable, &
biodegradable, & light weight is being used in
the west for Lamp shades for quite some time
now & can be a good project in India too.
Here are few examples of Lamps which can be
easily developed by corrugators.

Source: www.designrulz.com
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Table Lamp Shade
Whether hanging or standing, these lampshades
use the inherent qualities of corrugated cardboard
sheets to change the atmosphere of a space to
give it the warm tone of the material.

Source: http://www.designrulz.com/design/
19

Beyond the box

Creative Cardboard Lamp
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A-275, TTC-MIDC Mahape, P. O. Ghansoli, Navi Mumbai - 400 701 (India)
Telefax: +91 22 2778 0209, 2778 0212
E-mail : cartonmachineries@gmail.com • flotech2002@yahoo.co.in
www.cartonmachineriesindia.com

Contact: Mr. Randeep Sharma | +91 98672 08454

We offer high quality 3 ply, 5 ply and 7 ply
automatic corrugated paperboard plant with widths from
1400mm upto 2500mm and production speeds from 60 mtrs.
upto 250mtrs/ min. in various flute combinations as per customer’s choice.

AUTOMATIC CORRUGATED PAPERBOARD PLANT
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Single
facers
also
available in finger type
economic models from
1200 upto 2500mm
widths in electric, hot
oil and steam heating
system.

High speed PLC based fully auto 4 color printer slotter with
rotary die cutting, lead edge feeding system:

Vacuum absorption fingerless type high speed
single facer machine group
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Auto and semi auto folder gluer machine.
Auto and semi auto flute laminator machine.
Semi auto 1- piece and 2-piece box stitching machine.
Lead edge feed, kicker feed and chain feed rotary slotting,
creasing and slitting machine.
Lead edge feed, kicker feed and chain feed rotary die
cutting machine.
Thin blade slitter, scorer machine.
Pasting machine.
Platen punching Machines.
Sheet pressing machine.
Manual stitching machine.
Auto bundling machine.
Heating systems for automatic paperboard production
lines and single facers.

Other products:

Our excellent infrastructure available at the
Navi Mumbai facility, an emphasis to offer only
good quality machines to our customers backed
up by vast experienced technical support team to
deliver efficient and prompt after sales service and
maintaining adequate essential spares for all machines
that we offer, helps us in serving our domestic and
international customers in a better way.

Finger Type Single Facer

Semi Auto Folder Gluer Machine

Semi auto box stitching machine
(Single piece & Two piece)

Semi Auto Flute Laminating Machine

Turnkey Engineering Solutions to the Corrugated Packaging Industry

EXHIBITIONS

8-11 April 2019

Sino Corrugted 2019
Shanghai New
International Expo Centre (SNIEC)
The World’s Professional
Corrugated Manufacturing Show

China

50 YEARS IN THE SERVICE OF
CORRUGATED PACKAGING INDUSTRY

Make Sure It’s

The Symbol of Quality
in Corrugated Machinery

work order
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